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NOTE.—There are many subjects in Africa, such as Racial Characteristics, Political
and Industrial Conditions, Labour, Disease, Currency, Banking,- Education, and so
on, about which information is imperfect and opinion divided. On none of these
complicated and difficult questions has Science said the last word. Under these
circumstances it has been considered best to allow those competent to form an
opinion to express freely in this Journal the conclusions at which they themselves
have arrived. / / must be clearly understood thht the object of the Journal is to
gather information, and that each writer must be held responsible for his own views.

SOME IBIBIO CUSTOMS AND BELIEFS 1

IN looking round to-night upon those gathered here, dis-
tinguished in almost every branch of service which has
given England the power she wields in Africa to-day, I
should feel overwhelmed by the honour you have done me,
were it not that, for once, I venture to think that this little
paper has a genuine claim upon your interest, since it
deals, however inadequately, with a people of great antiquity,
as yet practically unstudied. Before going to this District,
we were cheeringly told, on every hand, that the Ibibios were
a race in which it was impossible to take an interest, since
they were of the very lowest type—in fact, mere "mud-fish."
To us, however, they proved the most interesting race,
amongst whom good-fortune has as yet ever led our feet—
though, to-night, time unfortunately prevents any adequate
idea being given.

1 This paper was read at a dinner of the Society on February 19th. See P- 32a
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The Ibibio.

This strange people dwells in the region of mangrove
marsh and fertile palm land, which borders the Gulf of
Guinea, and is drained by the so-called Oil Rivers, the Cross
River and Kwa Ibo. They rank among the most ancient
of Southern Nigerian Tribes and speak different dialects of
a very old and primitive tongue, while careful enquiries
failed to find any tradition as to their arrival in this part of
the world. I mention this, however, with great diffidence,
since one leading authority on Africa—Sir H. Johnston—in
his extraordinarily brilliant "Survey of the Ethnography of
Africa," 1 maintains that they arrived only in these regions
about 1,500 years ago.

With the exception of the little clan of Ibenos, at the mouth
of the Kwa Ibo River, the Eket District is entirely peopled
by Ibibios,—some quarter of a million souls,—of whom the
more civilised Efiks of Calabar are a branch. As the Ekoi
of Oban, of whom I was privileged to speak to you last time,
were the furthest Bantu race, counting from the Southward,
so the Ibibios are the first of purely negro stock and appear
to be related to their Western neighbours, the Ibos, with
whom they have many customs in common.

A few days ago, Mr. A. C. Douglas, who, with Mr. White-
house, was the-first political officer to be sent to this District,
wrote to me as follows:—

"It took seven separate expeditions to reduce these
truculent savages to order, that is order such as you a
D.C. in 1913 find them in, for they had a wonderful
knack of giving trouble after being beaten, and from a
military point of view are the most sporting tribe im-
aginable."

I can assure my kind correspondent that his old friends
fully maintain the character he so kindly gives them.

Dominance of Juju.

Ibibios may be taken as typical of those peoples where
"Juju " and Witch-Doctor dominate the life of the race. From

1 To be published shortly in the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute.
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a European point of view, the modus operandi of some of the
beneficent Jujus is distinctly humorous; such for instance
as that which acts as a protection against farm thefts.
Certain spells are recited over the long hoe used for
breaking up the ground, and a potent "medicine" poured
over it, after which it is given back to its owner, to be hung
up in some inconspicuous place in his plantation.

No sooner does a thief creep over the boundary, with the
intention of purloining fruit or vegetables, than the magic
hoe springs to his hand. Unconsciously the man's fingers
clasp themselves round the haft. He is bent down by a
power there is no resisting, and finds himself forced, against
his will, to hoe and hoe. Not for a moment can he pause,
even to straighten his back, so long as a single weed remains
on the farm, a single yam needs banking, or one clod
of earth would be the better for breaking; so long must
the ill-doer continue to work for the man he had intended
to rob. Only when the owner arrives on the scene, should
he so wish, can the magic hoe be released from the hand of
the thief.

Witches and wizards seem possessed of an uncanny long-
ing to pass on their evil power and, should they have no
descendants to whom to bequeath it, usually fix upon some
child of a family hitherto "clean" from witchcraft. Such
an one is enticed within, and given a plate of food, such as
little folk love, in which "witchcraft" medicine had previously
been mixed. A case of this kind was brought up for judg-
ment just before our departure.

The accused, a barren woman, famous for her knowledge
of drugs, was charged with having administered "medi-
cine " to a small boy in a dish of plantains mixed with palm
oil. This "witchcraft," having entered into him, had caused
him, against his will, to sally forth at night and join the
unholy revels of a "witch company."

One of the chief sources of income both of witch or wizard
comes from the preparation of love philtres. These are made
from decoctions of magic leaves, mixed with the hearts and
livers of chickens pounded fine. These are avoided as an
article of food, save when administered with the express
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intention of weakening the will or destroying the courage
of the recipient; since it is thought that those who partake
will become "chicken hearted" in consequence.

In order to render the charm efficacious, it is thought
necessary to draw forth the soul of some person and im-
prison it within a pot, never before used, in which various
fresh-plucked herbs are laid. The vessel is hung above a
slow fire and, as the leaves dry up, the body of man or
woman chosen for the purpose is said to wither away.

Such a case was brought to my notice a few months ago,
when a woman, Antikka by name, accused a fellow wife of
thus bewitching her, in order to secure the sole affection of
their common lord.

When asked whether evil consequences were thought to
have resulted, the husband drew her forth, remarking:

" Our District Commissioner can see for himself. Formerly
Antikka was a very fresh woman, plump and beautiful.
Now that her soul has been drawn into the pot and withered
by slow fire, it is plain to see that she has become dry and
sapless."

The woman was very pale, of mixed blood, and it was
easy to see from her drawn face and terror-stricken air, that,
however foolish such a story sounds to twentieth century
ears, it was no idle tale to her.

Burial Rites.
Amid both Ibibios and Ibos many present-day burial rites

recall those of ancient Egypt. Among Ibos embalming is
still practised, and two methods are employed for the pre-
servation of the bodies of persons of distinction. It is un-
necessary to mention them to-night, as the details have
already been published.

When the body had been thus prepared, a great "play"
was given, after which the celebrants went in procession
to the place where a round, wide-mouthed pit had been dug.
From the bottom of this, an underground passage, sometimes
thirty feet long, led into a square chamber with no other
outlet. In this the dead body was laid, and, after the bearers
had returned to the light of day, stones were set over the
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pit mouth and earth strewn over all. Many such graves
are said to exist at Managu in Aro Chuku District.

Except that embalming seems no longer practised, similar
rites were carried out till recently among the Western Ibibios
as well as by the Efiks at Calabar, the main difference being
that the grave shaft was square instead of circular.

When an Ibibio Chief grows old and feels that his powers
are failing, he goes to the Abia Idiong, or Magician Priest,
and states his trouble. The latter consults the oracle and
gives some such answer as the following:

"Abassi (God) is calling. He wants you to become his
priest."

On this, the old Chief goes home, full of joy, and sends
messengers to call his friends. After feasting, he is solemnly
enthroned in a room specially prepared, and crowned by the
Idiong priest with a ring of plaited tie-tie, from which radiate
fish-eagle's feathers, producing somewhat the effect of a
nimbus. He is then left with his best-loved wife and her
children to prepare himself for death in a seclusion, which may
only be broken by those who have passed through the same
ceremony. When the Chief comes forth from "Inam," as
it is called, he is regarded with great respect, and it is
thought that his position in the Spirit World has thereby
been assured.

A sad adjunct, considered necessary for the due observance
of the rite in former days, but now, fortunately, rendered
impossible, save perhaps in some few villages and com-
pounds, hidden from the eyes of Government, was the
sacrifice of a slave, who was tied to a tree by throat, waist,
arms and ankles, and there left to starve.

The spirits of those offered in this way were thought to
serve as forerunners to the realm of the Dead, and inform
Abassi that the old Chief was fitting himself for his call,
when it should come. Such an one would be found waiting
close to the door of the ghost town to welcome his master
on arrival among the dead; so that he should not enter
servantless, in case his Shade had outdistanced those slain
for the burial rites.

That human sacrifices are still looked upon as necessary
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at the funeral of a Chief is proved by a case brought before
me at Eket last March. In this the plaintiff charged another
man with theft, and the following statement was made, in
the most matter-of-fact manner, as if merely recounting cir-
cumstances sanctioned by Government: —

"About ten years ago my Father died. According to
custom we killed a slave and buried with him. Some years
later accused went, opened the grave and stole from it the
skull of the slave. This was my property, and I therefore
claim compensation."

Among most Ibibios, the bodies of Chiefs were buried in
secret and the sites of the graves, carefully hidden, to guard
against the danger of desecration whether for theft of buried
treasure or of skulls. The latter are very valuable, as every
Member of the principal Secret Societies must possess at least
one. Just before my return an urgent summons came to try
a gang of men, discovered—to quote the words of the Native
Court Clerk—" In the act of digging out the disease." This
mysterious offence proved, on investigation, to be that of
"digging up the deceased," for the sake of their skulls. In
consequence a gang of body-snatchers, some thirty strong, was
suppressed.

In some prominent spot near the town, elaborate arbour-
like erections are raised as memorials, and furnished with
the favourite property of the dead man. At the back or
side of these is placed what we always called a little " K a "
house, with window or door into the central chamber, pro-
vided, as in ancient Egypt, for the abode of the dead man's
Ka, or double.1 Figures of the Chief, with favourite wives
and slaves, may also be seen—counterparts of the Ushabtiu.

Lesser men are merely provided with little huts containing
native pots, some of beautiful shape and elaborate decoration.

Women's memorials usually show the pillow, market
basket and staff of the deceased, often with no shelter erected
over them.

Until prohibited by Government, Efik Chiefs were buried
within their houses. Beneath one of the rooms, an oblong

1 For the Egyptian custom see Editorial Note in Journal for January, P- 219:
notice that the spirit is called Kha in Egypt.—[ED.]
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shaft, often twenty-four feet deep, was dug, from one of the
sides of which led a short tunnel. At the end of this, a large
underground room was hollowed out, whither boxes of brass
rods were borne and arranged beneath rich coverings, to
serve as a bier. Next, a table and some of the finest pieces
of furniture, together with jars, dishes and bowls of old
china, were carried thither and set in order. When all
had been arranged, the coffin was carefully lowered down
the shaft, borne through the passage, and laid upon the
resting place so reverently prepared.

Next, the best-loved wife of the deceased and two of his
most beautiful slaves were led into the chamber and seated
upon three chairs at the feet of, and facing, their dead lord.
Between them a table was placed and, on this, dishes con-
taining "fine chop" were set.

The best-loved wife was in the centre, and into her hands
a lighted lamp was given. Then all, save this sad trio, left
the burial room. Boards were placed before the entrance
and earth piled against these until the passage was filled up.
Bolts of cloth and the less costly offerings were then laid at
the foot of the shaft. Lastly soil was thrown in and beaten
down over all. When the burial rites were over, the life of
the compound went on as before; while beneath the feet of
those who laughed, wept, or went about their ordinary work
and play in the sunshine, the three, who had formerly shared
in the general toil and gaiety, suffered a death as lingering
and tragic as that of any vestal immured in her living tomb.

According to the testimony of well known Chiefs, many
such " Houses of the Dead " are to be found, .should one but
dig deep enough, in those parts of Calabar inhabited, in
olden days, by people of wealth and position.

The Egbo Cult.

The rites still carried out for members of the highest grade
of Egbo—the principal Efik Secret Society—are of consider-
able interest.

The death of such a man is carefully concealed by his
family. Five people, near of kin or favourite "members,"
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wash the body in all secrecy. A great "play" is given, and
the townsfolk are led to believe that the dead man's sickness
has taken a favourable turn and that he will soon be well. No
matter how sad are the hearts of those widowed or orphaned,
not a tear may be shed: all must go about gaily, playing
their part in this sad comedy.

It is probable that till the funeral rites are over, the grief
of those left behind may be thought to affect the dead Chief
on his way to the Ghost Realm; just as the wives of Ibibio
warriors must wear a gallant air and dance and play, that
the courage of their men-folk may thus be sympathetically
upheld before engaging the enemy. A great point in Ibibio
ceremonies is to emphasise the beautiful idea that the dead
enter the Spirit World "with joy." That is why a musical
instrument called "Okung" is so often placed in the lifeless
hands. When all is finished, word is sent round the town
that the Chief is very ill—by which men know that the true
funeral rites are over, and the "sham" obsequies are about
to begin.

Until quite recent times, the eldest daughters of each of
the principal Efik families assembled after a funeral, dressed
like men, with long overcoats and loin-cloths, and with male
head-gear. She who was considered highest in rank, and
the cleverest and most beautiful among them, walked at the
head of the procession, a live chicken suspended round her
neck and a long sceptre in her hand. Fifty to sixty eldest-
born followed her, in like apparel, till they came opposite
the principal door of the dead man's compound. It was
specially stated that the leader of such sad processions must
be a brave woman—"Who would not glance timidly round
corners nor start back afraid from any danger, but would
stand forth boldly and, pointing her staff towards the dead
man's door, recite, in a clear voice, his proud titles and
gallant deeds."

Kinsmen and retainers crowded to hear the tale of the
brave actions which their late Chief had performed in his
youth. At the recital of the "power and beauty " which had
been his, all wept loudly to think that such an one had been
lost to the light of the sun.
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In olden days those widows not buried with their dead lord
had to mourn him during a year's seclusion, a period now
reduced to a few months or even weeks. From the moment
when the death was announced, the widows came under the care
of the Ndito Iban Society, known among Ibibios by the name
of Iban Isong, i.e., women of the soil. Should an unfor-
tunate widow offend against custom in any way, such as
by washing face or plaiting her hair, the Society at once
fined her; for Members were continually passing in and out
of the house of mourning to watch that the rules were
observed. At cock-crow each day, the unfortunate woman
had to wake and start crying for one or two hours, and
should one of them not be thought to be performing her
part of the ceremony in a sufficiently energetic manner,
external aids were sometimes applied of sufficient strength
to remedy any want of naturalness in either tears or cries.
Widows were not allowed to go out on any pretext, but were
forced to stay, each in her own house, sitting on a small mat
in a dark corner. No covering was permitted them, save the
narrow strip usually worn round the waist beneath the robe,
and called the "woman's cloth." Among Ibibios, the right
hand was bound up in a piece of goat-skin.

As the time of mourning grew to an end, about nine
o'clock one night a cry was heard coming from the Egbo
House. This was a signal for the beginning of what was
called a very "strong night" at Calabar. All the widows
stepped one by one out of the compound, where they had so
long been confined, and proceeded to the Egbo Shed, each
with her family walking round her like a fence. The building
was full of great Chiefs, while hundreds of spectators stood
round outside. After all the wives had been stationed before
the entrance, the name of each was called in turn, from the
lowest to the highest, saying:

" You must ' cry' your husband before the Egbo, that
Egbo may hear."

Then, in the stillness, the poor woman raised her voice
walling her loss, and the Egbo answered the cry from within,
"a very thick and heavy sound amid the silence." After
awhile came a pause; then all began again as before- Seven
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times the wail rose, but the seventh was the last. All this
time the family stood in readiness to pass the woman from
one to another. Suddenly bells were heard ringing, and
the widow started to run. The same happened to each in
turn and, should some unfortunate woman have no strong
family to encircle and save her, the Egbo caught her and
she died there and then.

When this ceremony of "the crying in the night" was
finished, the whole of the dead man's kin went to some place
about half a mile from the town where cross roads met.
There they built the "ghost hut" called Oyoho. This was a
small shed, finely painted and decorated. Here they cooked
delicate food, and set it out for the dead man's spirit. When
the sham funeral rites were quite over, "small Egbo" was
brought there and the little house destroyed.

Sometimes, in olden days, after the death of a chief high
in the ranks of the Society, that mysterious entity, called
Egbo, was said to desert the town and run away to a very
far country the inhabitants of which would keep it until a
great ransom had been paid for its release. The seekers ran
till they were weary; calling ceaselessly, with a kind of
yodelling cry, " Ekkpo—O—O ! Where is our Egbo—O ? "
At times they heard the voice answering them very far
away. Then they ran in the direction whence it seemed to
come. Long they sought, but, should the Spirit still
elude them after midnight, they went and called out an
ancient woman from one of the ruling families. To her
they brought the gift of a white cock and, after receiving
this, she went and stood outside the Egbo House. No
woman might enter, therefore she remained before the
threshold, holding the cock aloft, and calling upon the names
of the "Great Ancestors" one by one. "Let not our Egbo
be lost to us," she pleaded. " If he be with you in the Realm
of the Dead, send him back ! Oh, send him back ! "

After this appeal, dead silence reigned, while all stood
listening for some sign or cry.

Egbo, originally a Feminine Cult.

The reason that, when their own efforts had failed, the
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dominant sex was forced to entreat feminine aid in order to
recover their lost Egbo is explained as follows:—

"They chose an old, old woman because she is the most
fitting representative of that ancient one who founded
Egbo."—For the dreaded Egbo Cult was first a woman's
Society; but, in course of time, men, glorying in their
strength, wrested its secrets from those to whom they were
first entrusted, and learned to play it for themselves. Gradually
the usurping male drove out the women so completely that
a death penalty was proclaimed for any who should dare to
attempt to pierce its mysteries, or even become unwitting
intruders upon its rites.

The feminine origin of this cult is a secret, unknown save
to very few even among natives, and hitherto, I believe,
carefully guarded from the knowledge of Europeans.

Later we were fortunate enough to discover that nearly all
the principal Secret Societies were originally feminine cults,
and that in olden days among Ibibios, as till yesterday
amid the Ekoi, woman, not man, was the dominant sex. The
story of the revolt of man runs thus : —

"In the old, old days, Ibfbio women were more powerful
than the men; for to them alone the mysteries of the Gods
and of secret things were revealed. By such knowledge
they were enabled to keep men as servants, employing them
to do all the heaviest work. Especially, because of the
strength of their limbs and greater endurance, were men
found useful as fighters. Now at first, the women greatly
outnumbered the men upon earth, but, after awhile, the latter
began to multiply, and in course of time grew discontented
with their lot. ' Why,' asked they, ' should all the hardest
work fall to our share, while the women lord it over us?
Yet, body for body, they are weaker than we.' To this
others answered, ' So long as the secret knowledge is theirs
alone, we shall never prevail against them.' Thus they
whispered together, striving to find a way by which they
might cast off the women's yoke."

After the men of one of the principal towns had vanquished
another, they found abandoned the insignia of the great
Secret Society Ekkpo 'Njawhaw—Ghosts the Destroyers.
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On returning to their own town, the victors persuaded the
younger women, despite the advice of those who were old
and wise, to allow them to share the secrets. So soon as they
had learnt these, the perfidious males proclaimed:—

" From now on, a law is made, that, should any woman try
to join in the ' play' of Ekkpo 'Njawhaw, she shall be led
to the market place, and her head cut off in the sight of all
the people."

In spite of this, the old women still continued to carry
out the rites as before, hidden in the bush, in a secret place
which they had made. After long searching, however, the
men found them and bore them off to Oduko market-place,
where their heads were struck off in the sight of the trembling
women.

That is the reason why none but men may join the "play "
of Ekkpo 'Njawhaw, or even witness the rites of this
Society.

Personal Reminiscences.
My attention was first called to the cult in the following

way. One early June morning a woman appeared before
me, bearing a bundle wrapped round with native mats.
Tears were pouring down her cheeks as she knelt to unfold
her burden. Its contents were gruesome enough, for they
consisted of charred sticks and new burnt bones.

According to her account, the deceased was her brother, and
had been a Member of Ekkpo 'Njawhaw. Some few days
before, he appears to have quarrelled with a man of higher
rank in the Society. The latter was thought to have put
" juju " upon him, for he fell sick, and, later, disappeared
altogether. In answer to the sister's anxious enquiries a
man is stated to have led her into the bush, and pointing to
a still smouldering fire, "There," said he, "is all of your
brother that you will ever see."

Soon afterwards reports began to come in from Mis*
sionaries as to assaults by Members of the Society upon
Christian converts, peacefully proceeding to Church and
school. A little girl of about eight years old had been seized,
robed in the sacrificial dress, and was about to be offered up,
when a sortie of Christians led by her brother and husband—
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for child marriage is not unusual—was made, and she was
rescued with great difficulty, though with a broken arm and
several broken heads among her defenders.

Court Messengers were sent to serve summonses on those
responsible, but were seriously wounded and sent back with
the message that anyone who again attempted to interfere
with the Society would be put to death, including myself,
should I venture into that part of the world. After such a
challenge, it was naturally impossible to send further mes-
sengers. On the first day left free by pressure of other
work, therefore, September 14th, we set out for the head-
quarters of the trouble, a part of the District to which no
white man had as yet penetrated.

Till the moment of starting, not a hint was given of our
intentions, and we marched so rapidly that it was impossible
for the inhabitants to arrange for the intended celebration
of our arrival. As is so often the case with natives when the
unexpected happens, panic seized them, and all, save the
women and Christian members of the community "fled to the
bush," leaving behind them the message, delivered by a half-
sympathiser, that they had gone to a "far country." There
were many other palavers awaiting attention, and it was
therefore next to impossible to give the time necessary to sit
down quietly and await the return of the runaways. School-
boys and Church Members crept up each minute to augment
the group already gathered to learn what was to be done for
their protection. In this moment of indecision, Court Mes-
senger William, who accompanied me as guide, chanced to
remark that we were now in the square, where he and his
companion, Udaw Atiata, had been beaten, and that yonder,
in the Club Shed, stood the very drum which had been played
to call the townsfolk together on that occasion. So I asked
my interpreter, Agbo, who had served in the same capacity
in my former District of Oban and was versed in the drum
language, to play the old Ekoi "recall to the town," the
secret of which those friendly folk had consented to entrust
to me.

The result was startling; for hardly had the first summons
rung out, in sharp clear strokes, than these self-styled
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"refugees to a far countree" came rushing in from every
direction, tumbling over one another in their anxiety to learn
what such a call might portend.

When their astonished eyes fell upon the very white man
they had gone away to avoid, their bewildered expression
was indescribably comic. The Club was bidden to attend
Court on the next day but one, and in a few words it was
explained that they would consult their own best interests by
obeying. The little girl, who had been badly injured, and
the wounded schoolboys were also bidden to attend. Then,
without finger raised by our opponents, so great was their
stupefaction, we moved on.

Before the Ekkpo Shed of the next town, a weird figure
was to be seen. About one-third natural size, it was carved
from a solid block of wood and painted black; its face covered
by a mask formed from an old leathern tankard, but with the
addition of one long ear-like flap and two triangular eye-
holes, the "handle" taking the place of nose. This fetish,
we learned, had been borne by the Christians from the Ekkpo
Shed and set out in order to attract my attention. It was
very old, and they claimed that its presence was a source of
continual danger. When carried in procession, the face of
the Image was always covered with the mask above described,
from which hung only one elephant-like leather ear. We
had already learnt that without both organs the goddess
never listened to prayers for pity; so I felt inclined to
believe the plea that no mercy was. to be hoped for those
unfortunates who chanced to cross the path of the terrible
Fetish, and acceded to entreaties that the Image might be
removed from the town.

Later on, I arrived unexpectedly in the midst of the funeral
ceremonies of a great Ekkpo 'Njawhaw priest. The deceased
sat, masked, in his chair of state, a terrible and impressive
figure, between two "members" of his household—who, in
former days, would assuredly have been sacrificed. In case
they might wish to claim protection even to-day, I walked
close to them; but they seemed too dazed by grief, or
possibly drugs, to take notice of my presence. Various
offerings lay around.
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The Great Mother.
Behind the Cult of Ekkpo 'Njawhaw—Ghosts the

Destroyers—looms the awful figure of the virgin Mother,
Eka Ekkpo, Mother of ghosts or devils, the Fount of Terror.
The slide shows rude statues representing this dread Deity
and her eldest son Akpan Ekkpo 'Njawhaw. The chief
rites of the cult, which it is death for any non-member to
witness, are carried out at seed-time and harvest, when for-
merly many victims were offered up.

It is interesting to note that, in classical times too, there
was a close connection between ghosts, seed-corn and the
garnered grain. Indeed, both with Greeks and Romans one
of the chief duties of ancestral spirits seemed to be that of
watching over the eternal round of Panspermia and Pan-
karpia and guarding the seed-corn in the sacred Mundus.
Much the same idea seems to obtain among the Ibibios of
to-day, as propitiation of these terrible rulers of the Ghost
Realm must be carried out both at seed-time and harvest.

Had one not known of the ancient dominance of woman,
it would have seemed strange that here, where she is now
regarded as the mere chattel Of her over-lord man, we should
find, not Fatherhood but Motherhood—immaculate and alone
—as the source of the powers both of good and evil. For
as Eka Ekkpo is the fount of terror and Death, so is Eka
Abassi (Mother of God) the great Creatrix and Source of
Life. In recent years, the power of the latter has faded
before that of her son, Obumo the Thunderer, yet among a
few initiates the old idea has not yet died out, as we were
fortunate enough to discover.

At the planting of farms, yet another echo from ancient
times may be heard; for the prayer offered to Abassi Isua
(The God of the Year), when grain and seed-yams are laid
in the dark ground, later, to spring up again, Adonis and
Kor^-like, to the light of the sun, is almost word for word that
recorded in the Elegies of Tibullus.

" Gods of our Sires, we cleanse the farm: we cleanse the
farming folk. Do ye outside our boundaries drive all evil
things. Let not our sown fields mock the reaping with default-
ing blade. Let not our slow lambs fear the swifter wolves."
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Of this the Ibibio version runs—" Gods of our Fathers!
We make clean farms and cleanse the farming folk. Out-
side our boundaries drive all evil things! Let not bur crops
fail us at harvest time! Let not the leopards harm our
herds I"

At this time also in some parts, the hunters go out and
trap a bush cat. A sacrifice is offered before the assembled
townsfolk; the animal is then held on high and passed
round the head of each inhabitant in turn, with the words
"To-day we take all trouble from our town." After this, a
fowl and goat are brought forward. From the ears of the
latter and of the bush cat, small pieces are cut and a few
drops of blood from each drained into the Juju pot—after
which all three 'animals are driven forth into the bush,
bearing with them the sins of the town. This method,
though neither so romantic, tragic, nor humorous as those
described in Dr. Frazer's Scapegoat—that wonderful volume
of stupendous work—had, at least, not the ill effect resulting
from the method employed by the lady of King Dandaki!

It may perhaps be remembered that in Erik funeral cere-
monies the eldest daughter, whose office it was to proclaim
the virtues of the dead, wore a live white chicken suspended
round her neck. A similar custom obtains among Ibibio
girls on emerging from the " fatting house " after/ their first
time of seclusion. The-feason for this strange adornment is
that white chicks are sacred to the Great Mother Eka Abassi.
When the latter found that to the first Earth-women no babes
were granted, she pondered, long brooding from her home
behind the blue sky: then, one night, sent to them a great
white bird, which, floating down through the Realm of the
Winds to Earth, laid an egg, the symbol of fertility.

Perhaps in this Ibibio belief lies the germ of the beautiful
lines:—

'Epifiovs 8" ev aireipotri KOKTTOR

riKrei trpwrurrov irrr^vefuov vbt- f/ fiekavoTrrepos (pov,

" In the beginning of things black winged night,
Into the bosom of Erebos, dark and deep,
Laid an egg, wind-begotten."
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The matter was thus explained to my wife by one of her
women informants: —

"Old women tell that, after showing the people how, by
honouring eggs and oval stones and making sacrifice to the
Great Mother, the gift of fertility might be won, the magic
bird flew back to her home in the sky; whence, with folded
wings, soft brooding, she still watches over the children of
men. Mortals call her ' Moon,' and sometimes, when people
are sleeping, the Moon bird floats down from her place
and pecks up grains, or other food which she may
find lying about. She looks round to' see that all is
well with the Earth folk, and that the tabu on fowls and
eggs is still observed. For in our town, Ndiya, neither fowls
nor eggs may be eaten, and, should this command be broken,
sudden death would fall upon the offender, through the
agency of the great Juju Isu Ndemm. Should the hens have
any complaint to make on this subject, they would tell the
Moon bird, and she would bear their plaint before Eka Abassi,
who would not only exact the death of the offenders, but
withdraw her gifts—thus sending barrenness upon all the
countryside.

"That this is the simple truth, and no fable, can be proved
even to white people, for when you look up into the sky on
a clear night, many or few, but plain to be seen, are the little
star eggs—and how could these get there, were it not that
the great white Moon bird had laid them ? "

A distinguished scientist present to-night has lately pointed
out that primitive woman was, as yet, absolutely unknown to
us, without male intervention occurring either as enquirer or
interpreter. At his suggestion, therefore, my wife undertook
a study of Ibibio women—the first such ever made, on these
lines, of any primitive tribe—and was so fortunate as to light
upon some discoveries not without value. She was first led
in this direction by the fact, on which we had stumbled, that
a vast field of ethnographical research, untrodden as yet, lies
open to women, which to men must, from the nature of things,
ever remain barred. This is clearly pointed out by Herr
Giinther Tessmann in his excellent monograph Die Pangwe,
in which he writes :—

17 Vol. 13
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"The difficulties to be overcome before gaining even a
glimpse into the secrets of men's cults have been left to the
imagination of the reader. With regard to women's cults,
these difficulties were so enormously increased, from the
mere fact of sex, that I could obtain no first-hand knowledge
at all."

It was also owing to the help given by my wife and her
sister that the mass of material collected this time has been
put upon record, since pressure of official work would other-
wise have made this impossible.

As time passes, it brings with it added humility to counter-
balance the growing sense of the urgency of recording
without delay every scrap of information which can be
gleaned from this vast treasure house of forgotten lore, before
its little lamp of antique wisdom—handed from father to son
through countless generations, and still burning brightly in
the hands of some yet in the prime of life, as well as in many
so feeble that they must, before long, lose hold of earthly
things—has been quenched in the onward march of civilisa-
tion.

The longer a kind fate arranges that my life should be
spent among such peoples, the firmer is borne in upon me
the conviction that, to men so placed, only the privilege of
the first spadework has been accorded; just such as falls to
the lot of humble excavators who, on the other side of this
great continent, wield pick and shovel in order to bring the
treasures of forgotten cities to the light of day. It seems
better therefore to rest content with the simple recording of
facts which come to one's knowledge fresh from the lips of
those to whom they were confided, through long lines of fore-
bears, from a past of hoar antiquity, than to strive to present
such information in more polished guise. Unless the love
of this fascinating study deceives me, authors, golden-penned
—-even such as are kindly present with us to-night—writing
in the restful atmosphere of panelled libraries at home, may,
one day, not disdain to correlate the information thus
gleaned, in saddle and dug-out, through bush and creek, by
such rude chroniclers as I. P. A. TALBOT.


